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Bruce Larsen gives the same thumbs up gesture as his creation, the winged Air Boss sculpture.

STEAM-powered Aeroplex
Mobile, Ala.

R

oger Wehner has a vision for the
Mobile Aeroplex at Brookley that at
first blush may sound a little out of
date: He wants to use STEAM power.
No, he’s not trying to take this major aerospace engineering and manufacturing center back to the dawn of the Industrial Age.
The plan is a forward-thinking initiative that
will help build right here on the Gulf Coast
an innovation cluster on par with the

By Matt Irvin
Copyright 2016, Tcp/GCRL

world’s best, and it involves engaging the
talents of an internationally known artist.
“STEAM” in this case refers to one of the
newest trends in the world of innovation
and education. You take the well-known
acronym STEM – Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics – and throw
in the Arts to make STEAM.
“One of the fundamental principles of
the innovation pipeline is STEM,” said
Wehner, who as executive director of the
Mobile Airport Authority oversees operations at the Aeroplex and at Mobile Regional Airport. STEM has been a major focus of
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Air Boss greets visitors at the Aeroplex.

educators in the United States for at
least a couple of decades, the motivation being to build a 21st Century
workforce that can compete on the
global stage. But some innovation
apostles looked at STEM and felt a key
element was lacking: inspiration.
That’s where STEAM comes in, adding the artist’s eye to technical expertise. It’s designed as a marriage of pure
creativity and nuts-and-bolts knowhow that gives birth to better outsidethe-box thinking.
Wehner’s goal is to inspire the area’s
innovators through the work of renowned artist Bruce Larsen, whose
sculpture “Air Boss” was installed at
the Aeroplex in April – the first of
many works the artist will create for
the project.
Larsen’s works have a whimsical
quality born of his use of found and re
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-purposed materials – scrap metal,
pipes, car parts, driftwood – which he
puts together to forge sculptures that
are at the same time realistic and fanciful. Air Boss is an imposing human
skeletal figure offering a skyward
“thumbs up” as he strikes a strutting,
victorious pose. He wears a flier’s helmet topped with a wispy “Mohawk”
accoutrement, and a pair of aviator
sunglasses. An oxygen mask hangs
casually around his neck, and mounted
to his back is a pair of gleaming aircraft wings.
Air Boss looks every bit the part of
test pilot, but he’s on a mission to inspire while helping to, in Wehner’s
words, “foster an aerospace center of
excellence.” Wehner sees STEAM as
another tool for developing human
capital, which is vital to realizing success in today’s competitive innovation
economy.
“You’ve got to be creative,” he put
it simply.
He said he was attracted to Bruce
Larsen’s work because the industrial
nature of his sculptures meshed well
with this vision of inspiring engineers.
It’s also a style of art often favored by
the very people Wehner hopes to attract.
“If you look at the data around that
type of art, you see it really resonates
with people in the 18-to-34 age
group,” Wehner said. He noted that
Larsen’s works adorn venues that naturally attract that demographic – perhaps none more prominently than the
Hangout Festival, the annual multistage, weekend-long music event that
draws young adults from around the
country to the Alabama beach in Gulf
Shores.
Wehner has engaged Larsen to be
the Aeroplex’s “artist in residence,”
and to that end will put numerous
works by the artist on display, both at
Brookley and at Mobile Regional in
west Mobile. Larsen will work from a
studio at the Aeroplex, where he will
create as many as 20 pieces for the two
facilities.

About Bruce Larsen
Birmingham, Ala.-born Bruce
Larsen has made a name for himself
as a talented fine artist and a creator
of movie special effects.
According to his website, “His
style combines his passion for recycling with his extensive experience
of creating animatronic animals and
creatures for Hollywood films.
Bruce draws his materials from his
environment, incorporating many
geological and cultural elements of
his immediate surroundings into his
artwork.”
His works are on public display at
many venues, including the Mobile
Museum of Art, the Huntsville Museum of Art, the United States
Sports Academy and the University
of South Alabama. Larsen pieces
are in the private collections of rock
stars, including Robert Plant and
Sting; film actors Nicolas Cage and
Mark Ruffalo; former President Bill
Clinton; environmentalist Philippe
Cousteau; University of Alabama
football coach Nick Saban; and
members of Middle Eastern and
Asian royal families.
He is a graduate of Auburn University, and lives with his wife and
three children in the coastal Alabama city of Fairhope.
- Matt Irvin
When people visit the Aeroplex,
Wehner wants them to see the Airport
Authority’s efforts to present the
property as a community asset. If fanciful artwork inspires engineers to
think in new ways, or motivates young
people to follow a STEAM curriculum,
so much the better.
“This is part and parcel of a
thoughtful and deliberate strategy to
develop a globally competitive aerospace cluster,” said Wehner.
▫▫▫
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Naval Hospital Pensacola’s Family Medicine Residency program is ending after four decades.

Education

Era draws to a close at NH Pensacola
Naval Hospital Pensacola’s
Family Medicine residency
program, which also provided
flight surgeons, comes to an end
with the late June graduation of
six doctors...

curriculum at a ceremony inside the
National Museum of Naval Aviation
onboard Naval Air Station Pensacola.
Former family medicine residency
director and current civilian faculty
staffer, retired Navy Capt. Cary Ostergaard, will deliver the final address
to graduates.
Pensacola, Fla.
The residency has also been a source
fter more than four decades,
for training Flight Surgeons at the PenNaval Hospital Pensacola will sacola-based Naval Aerospace Medical
end its Family Medicine Resi- Institute.
dency program, and will no longer be a Over the past 20 years, an average of
teaching hospital in the 190th year of
two first-year interns decides to delay
the command’s establishment.
their final two years in the FM residenOn June 30, the final six doctors in cy to obtain a Flight Surgeon specialty
the final class of family medicine resi- – and later go back to earn that second
dents will graduate from the three-year specialty in Family Medicine.
Flight surgeons are generally assigned
By Rod Duren
to aviation units – at such regional lo-

A

cales as Naval Air Station Whiting
Field, Fla., NAS-Joint Reserve Base
New Orleans, or aboard carriers.
They are sometimes seen by aviators
and student-pilots as the bane of their
existence because of the power of the
“down chit,” medical evaluations that
could keep fliers grounded.
Over the history of NHP’s Family
Medicine residency program from the
early 1970s, Pensacola has been said to
be among the most sought-after Navy
training sites.
Among its strong points has been a
diverse and experienced physicianfaculty; proximity to Flight Surgeon
training; and a nearly 100 percent historical success rate of first-time takers
of the American Board of Family Medicine certification exam.
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Shortly after current FMP director
Cmdr. (Dr.) Kelly Latimer’s arrival in
2013, Navy Medicine announced the
closure of two family residency programs by 2016 – NH Pensacola and
NH Bremerton, Wash.
According to Latimer, even though
the Navy is trimming FM residencies
to four sites - Jacksonville, Camp
Pendleton, Camp Lejeune, and a joint
residency at the Army’s Fort Belvoir –
there will be an increase of five annual
residents (50) across the board.
The NavMed initiative was followed
by the closing of NHP’s Emergency
Room and Intensive Care Unit – both
areas of training within the Family
Medicine curriculum.
Cmdr. Latimer “has done a great
job” balancing the program’s downsizing with the needs of patients and
the hospital, Ostergaard said in a recent interview.
But it couldn’t have been done without several Northwest Florida regional
hospitals stepping up to fill the void in
the residency curriculum, according to
Latimer.
Naval Hospital Pensacola has enjoyed a 97 percent positive patient satisfaction rate over the past couple of
years, according to the public affairs
office.
The reason for that is that facultyphysicians began standing the watch –
and providing continual access to care
for patients – since there weren’t any
more first- or second-year residents to
make rounds or man the FM clinics.
All six graduating NHP residents
have been in the program for these
final three years. After graduation, they
will join the fleet and likely to be traveling to faraway destinations like Yokosuka in Japan or as close as NAS
Pensacola.
Among some of the prominent
NHP family medicine graduates:
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Former graduating class of the Family Medicine Residency program.

tentatively scheduled to attend the
graduation.
 Retired Navy flag officer, Dr. Richard R. Jefferies, former Senior Medical Officer and Healthcare Advisor
to the Commandant of the Marine
Corps.
 Retired Navy Capt. Warren A.
Jones, the founding Executive Director of the Mississippi Institute
for the Improvement of Geographical Minority Health Disparities at
the University of Mississippi Medical Center in Jackson.

onnier at Djibouti in the Horn of Africa.
She also deployed with USS Bataan’s
medical staff to New Orleans following Hurricane Katrina.
Eglin Air Force Base’s 96th Medical
Group (Eglin hospital) also has a Family Medicine Residency program with
10 slots per class. Two of those slots
are dedicated for flight surgery assignments following graduation.
▫▫▫

As faculty members, both Ostergaard and Latimer have had extensive experience with the Navy. Both
served at the Joint Task Force Guantanamo detention medical facilities in
2005.
Ostergaard deployed from NHP for
six months as Officer in Charge of the
detention hospital; and testified before
Congress regarding detainees’ medical
care.
Latimer served with the facility’s
 Current director of Navy Medicine Joint Medical Group; and deployed as Note: Corrected June 12 to fix graduation
date and clarify other information.
East, Rear Adm. Ken Iverson. He is senior medical officer at the Expeditionary Medical Facility at Camp Lem-
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Recent aerospace news briefs
Selex Galileo Stennis
now part of Tyonek
KILN, Miss. -- One of the biggest
names in aerospace and defense has
sold its South Mississippi operation to
an up-and-coming Alaska native
group.
But the workers there who helped
the operation grow and make it an appealing purchase won’t have to find
new jobs.
Tyonek Services Group, Inc. announced in
early May the
acquisition of
Selex Galileo's
Avionics System Integration facility in
Stennis International Airport in Kiln. The price was
not disclosed.
Selex Galileo in Stennis was owned
by Italy’s Finmeccanica, which still has
a presence in the Gulf Coast with its
DRS Training and Control Systems of
Fort Walton Beach, Fla.
The new operation is named Tyonek
Services Overhaul Facility – Stennis
LLC (TSOF-S), and is expected to create at least 26 new jobs over the next
two years. It will retain the current
staff of 45 workers.
The operation at Stennis International Airport has been on a growth curve,
which is part of the reason it was appealing to Tyonek, according to
spokeswoman Stephanie Deemer.
The new operation will continue to
do the same type of work that had
been done by Selex Galileo, but Deemer said it’s also considering additional
services.
Selex Galileo Inc. opened its aircraft
modification operation in a leased
hangar at Stennis International Air-

port, just outside Stennis Space Center
in 2008 for a contract to modify U.S.
Coast Guard aircraft.
Business at the South Mississippi
location has been growing ever since,
and so has its footprint at the Hancock
County-owned airpark, officials said in
an August 2015 story in the Gulf Coast
Aerospace Corridor Newsletter.
TSOF-S offers Avionics Systems
Integration services by installing stateof-the art technology and C4ISR into
aircraft platforms. The integrated Security Assistance Support Center provides a tailored SCIF and facility to
support special operations training
missions.
The facility, built to withstand Category 4 hurricanes, can also serve as an
emergency response center.
“We are pleased to welcome Tyonek
to Hancock County and to Stennis
International Airport,” said Bill Cork,
CEO of the Hancock County Port and
Harbor Commission.
The general aviation airport is 1,691
acres with an 8,500-foot grooved runway and more than 340,000 square feet
of surfaced aprons and taxiways.
“In 2012 we expanded and built an
additional large facility capable of supporting two cargo aircraft at the same
time. More recently, we leased the new
fixed base operator hangar from the
Hancock County Port and Harbor
Commission for some of the smaller
aircraft modifications,” site director
Tommy Ruiz told the Gulf Coast Aerospace Corridor Newsletter in the 2015 story.
“We have also custom-built a stateof-the-art support facility that is used
for training operations, as well as an
emergency response center,” he said at
the time.
He continues in his role as site manager at the Kiln operation under the
new owners.

UTC expanding plant
and adding workers
FOLEY, Ala. -- United Technologies
Aerospace Systems will add a new
80,000 square-foot manufacturing and
nacelle assembly
building to
existing
assets at its Foley plant. The expansion
will add some 260 jobs.
The new building will house the assembly of nacelle components and
propulsion system integration to support the Airbus A320, initially the current engine option and eventually the
new engine options.
The nacelle system for the A320neo
features a proprietary inlet acoustic
treatment that reduces drag, which
improves engine efficiency.
UTC Foley trucks finished A320
engines to the Airbus U.S. manufacturing plant about an hour away in Mobile. Construction of the new building
will take about a year with opening
expected in the second quarter of
2017.

Saturn V first stage
arriving at Infinity
STENNIS SPACE CENTER, Miss.
-- Five F-1 rocket engines affixed to
the first stage of NASA’s historic Saturn V rocket will be brought to Infinity Science Center in South Mississippi
for public display this month.
The S-IC first stage was scheduled to
be used in the cancelled Apollo 19
mission. It will be moved from
NASA’s Michoud Assembly Facility in
New Orleans to Infinity over a six-to
eight-day period.
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It will travel by barge from New Orleans to the Pearl River then up the
river to SSC. It will travel by road to
Infinity, along Interstate 10.
The three-stage Saturn V, used by
NASA between 1966 and 1973, is the
only rocket that has ever launched humans into deep space missions.
The S-IC first stage was built at Michoud and is 138 feet long with a 33foot diameter. After the Apollo program, Saturn V was used to launch
Skylab.

Northrop UAV center
celebrates 10th year
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The Unmanned Systems Center has practices for F-35C fighters.
The runway has been closed nine
said that it is possible the plant could
do additional work. It has an option on months to enable improvements, and
construction of carrier-like, arrestedadditional land at the center.
landing gear for the carrier landing
practices.
The increased capabilities will be
able to support requirements of Strike
Fighter Squadron 101 (FVA-101)
based at Eglin Air Force Base, where
EGLIN AIR FORCE BASE, Fla. -- initial F-35 Navy pilots train.
VFA-101 is the Navy’s only Fleet
The 53rd Wing activated the F-35
Replacement
Squadron (FRS) for FPartner Support Complex at Eglin Air
35Cs.
The
“Grim
Reapers” train and
Force Base May
qualify
F-3C
pilots
and maintenance
11 in a ceremopersonnel
as
part
of
the at-sea Carrier
ny at the
Air
Strike
Groups.
Bayview Club.

F-35 partner center
activated at Eglin

Robert Kraus
assumed the
MOSS POINT, Miss. -- The city of position as F-35
Moss Point in Jackson County, Miss., PSC director,
the first civilianand
led unit in the
Northrop
53rd Wing.
Grumman
Kraus served as the 68th Electronic
in June
marked the Warfare Group deputy commander
here prior to this new position.
10th year
The F-35 PSC will provide mission
since the
data, intelligence support, lab facilities,
aerospace company opted to build a
and training to eight partner countries
101,000 square-foot unmanned systems center at the Jackson County Avi- purchasing the F-35.
Currently, all F-35 testing must go
ation Technology Center.
The company, a leader in unmanned through the U.S. owned facility. Partaerial systems, originally planned to do ners are Australia, Canada, Denmark,
Italy, Norway, the Netherlands, the
finishing work on Fire Scout unUnited Kingdom and Turkey.
manned helicopters, but decided to
“The PSC will directly support the
make the plant larger and to also do
partners, who currently have no indigfuselage work on all variants of the
enous capability to create mission data
company’s Global Hawk fixed-wing
for the F-35,” Kraus said.
surveillance system.
On hand for the celebration was
Gov. Phil Bryant, along with civic
leaders and guests.
George Freeland, executive director
of the Jackson County Economic Development Foundation, said “we want
people to understand that we not only
WHITING FIELD, Fla. -- Naval Air
build ships, and not only do we refine Station Whiting Field’s Outlying Landgasoline and petrochemical products, ing Field Choctaw, near Navarre, on
Jackson County builds some of the
May 9 became the third East Coast
most advanced unmanned systems in OLF providing fleet carrier landing
the world.”

F-35Cs will use OLF
near Navarre

Former NAS leader
now with Gulf Power
PENSACOLA, Fla. -- The former
commanding officer at Naval Air Station Pensacola,
Keith
Hoskins,
joined the
Gulf Power
team June 1
and will
serve as the major accounts and military affairs manager.
Hoskins, who left the Navy after 27
years with the rank of captain, replaced
Ellis Oswald, who retired.
Hoskins, a former Blue Angels pilot,
will be responsible for managing Gulf
Power’s biggest customer accounts,
with Eglin Air Force Base the largest.
He will also work with local and state
leaders on the retention and expansion
of the military presence in Northwest
Florida.
During his career in the Navy, he
was also the commanding officer o
Strike Force Squadron 15.
▫▫▫
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Manufacturing

AA gets planes; BluesMobile earning $$
After what seemed like an
endless series of firsts, the new
Airbus plant in Mobile is settling
in to its routine and its planes are
now beginning to make some
money for the airlines...

Airbus photo

Mobile, Ala.

I

t didn’t get the same kind of publicity as the first A321 jetliner produced in the United States, but the
second one delivered to a customer
marks the beginning of routine for
Airbus’ U.S. Manufacturing Facility.
Indeed, now a third passenger jet has
been delivered, also to American Airlines. This time no press release
marked the occasion.
The second A321 built in the United
States at the Airbus U.S. Manufacturing Facility was delivered to American
Airlines May 17. On hand for the occasion were executives from Airbus and
American Airlines and representatives
of the employees at the facility.
“The ceremony itself - including the
media and guest invitation lists - were
smaller than the grand celebrations
we’ve had previously,” said Kristi
Tucker, spokeswoman for Airbus in
Mobile.
“But the celebration of the partnership was no less important. This was
the first A321 built for American Airlines in the U.S., and we and American
were happy to celebrate,” she said.
Indeed, each passenger jet will be
significant for the $600 million plant
and its roughly 350 workers.
“Having Airbus produce its worldclass aircraft in the United States has
simplified our delivery process,” said
David Seymour, American Airlines
senior vice president-integrated operations, when the company got its first
A321 from the Mobile plant. “It’s an

By David Tortorano

The first A321 for American Airlines built at the Airbus plan at the Mobile Aeroplex logs its maiden flight (above) and was delivered to the customer May 17.
Since then, AA has received a second Mobile-built plane. Meanwhile, the first
plane built in Mobile (below), also an A321 and named “BluesMobile,” is now
making revenue flights for customer JetBlue.
GCRL photo by Michelle R. Thomas
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Blue Angels
suffer a loss

M

any years ago
when I was the
military reporter
for a newspaper, I had an
opportunity to take a flight
with the Blue Angels. The
paper’s policy wouldn’t
permit it, so I told the local
AP reporter and he took
the flight.
Years later, when I was
no longer with that paper,
I had a chance to fly
aboard an AC-130 gunship.
That flight I took, but I
always regretted missing
the flight with the Blues.
Like everyone else, I was
saddened by the June 2
death of Marine Capt. Jeff
Kuss during a Blue Angels
practice session in Tennessee. He was highly trained
pilot, married and the father of two..
I know I’ll think of him
the next time the team
streaks over our skies during practice. And I’ll think
of his family, and my
thoughts will go out to
them for their loss.
David Tortorano
Editor
June 6, 2016
dtortorano@tortorano.com

The A321 delivered to American Airlines had its maiden flight April 19.

honor to take delivery of this A321 today,
and we thank everyone working in this facility for producing a high-quality aircraft.”
“The relationship between American Airlines and Airbus is a long and successful
collaboration to provide the most modern,
fuel-efficient aircraft,” said Bob Lekites, Airbus executive vice president-customers.
“American Airlines already operates the
world’s largest fleet of Airbus aircraft and
the largest A321 fleet. With this delivery, we
are adding a very special aircraft to those
already sporting the American livery – an
Airbus aircraft built here in the USA. This is
the first of many American Airlines airplanes to be delivered from Mobile, and we
are proud it will join a growing, thriving
fleet.”
Airbus announced it would build an A320
series assembly plant in Mobile in 2012, and
broke ground less than a year later. The
plant inauguration was in September 2015.
The plant will eventually produce four
planes a month by the end of 2017.
The initial deliveries all will have the current engine options, but the plant will begin
transitioning to the more fuel-efficient new
engine options in late 2017.
The A320 series planes are equipped with
either the V2500 engine or the CFM-56. No
matter which engine, the engines are

Airbus photo

equipped with the systems that make them
Airbus engines at the United Technologies
plant in Foley, across the bay.
A dozen suppliers have opened facilities at
the Aeroplex since 2012.
Airbus said that 87 percent of its new employees are from the Gulf Coast region, with
nearly one third being U.S. military veterans.
Airbus jetliners are now produced around
the clock, 24 hours a day, at facilities in Mobile, Hamburg, Germany; Toulouse, France;
Tianjin, China.
The Mobile plant will play a crucial role in
helping to reduce the Airbus backlog of orders for A320 series aircraft. As if to underscore the continuing popularity, Delta Air
Lines in May orders 37 more A321s.
Meanwhile, the first passenger jet produced in Mobile is now earning its keep for
the customer, New York-based JetBlue. The
first revenue flight was No. 611 from JFK
airport in New York to Las Vegas on May
14. Since then, it has been to Orlando, Tampa, Bridgetown (Barbados), Fort Lauderdale,
Aguadilla (Puerto Rico), San Diego and San
Juan (Puerto Rico), according to JetBlue.
The plane, named “BluesMobile,” made
its maiden flight March 21 and was delivered
to JetBlue April 25.
▫▫▫

Page 1 mast: F-22 from Tyndall Air Force Base, Fla., in Romania in April during a European deployment.
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